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Figure 1: The goal of our demo is to embed computer graphics (CG) objects into the real world, which are indistinguishable from
real objects.(a) Abstract concept of the system presented in [11], (b) Tabletop implementation of EyeAR, (c) A user wearing a
HWD with EyeAR integrated.

ABSTRACT

The human visual system always focuses at a distinct depth. There-
fore, objects that lie at different depths appear blurred, a phe-
nomenon known as Depth of Field (DoF); as the user’s focus depth
changes, different objects come in and out of focus. Augmented
Reality (AR) is a technology that superimposes computer graphics
(CG) images onto a user’s view of the real world. A commonly
used AR display device is an Optical See-Through Head-Mounted
Display (OST-HMD), enabling users to observe the real-world di-
rectly, with CG added to it. A common problem in such systems is
the mismatch between the DoF properties of the user’s eyes and the
virtual camera used to generate CG.

In this demonstration, we present an improved version of the
system presented in [11] as two implementations: The first as a
high quality tabletop system, the second as a component which has
been integrated into the Microsoft Hololens [18].
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1 BACKGROUND

In 1965, Ivan Sutherland envisioned the ultimate display [13], a
multi-modal display that provides visual and haptic feedback that
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is indistinguishable from real objects. This vision is similar to the
Star Trek Holodeck [17] and has inspired research in the fields of
photorealistic Augmented Reality (AR).

Commercial interest in AR has increased significantly over the
last few years, paving the way for Optical See-Through Head-
Mounted Displays (OST-HMDs) such as the Google Glass [16] and
the Microsoft Hololens [18]. One of the largest obstacles to pho-
torealistic AR on OST-HMDs is the mismatch between the Depth
of Field (DoF) properties of the user’s eyes and the virtual camera
used to generate CG. The Human Visual System relies on several
depth cues in order to distinguish which objects are closer to us than
others. Teittinen [14] and Ware [15] discuss all such depth cues in
detail; one of them, accommodation, is closely related to DoF and
refers to the eye changing its shape to change its focal length, thus
bringing objects at different distances into focus. The goal of our
demo is to generate CG objects that behave like real objects during
accomodative actions of the user’s eyes.

2 RELATED WORK

The distribution of light in space is exhaustively modeled with the
plenoptic function [1]. It is at least six-dimensional: three dimen-
sions for the observer’s viewpoint, two for the viewing direction,
and one for the wave length; its dense sampling and reconstruc-
tion is expensive. One assumption that makes either task easier is
that the environment is observed—or rendered—from the outside,
thus keeping spectral radiance the same along straight lines and ef-
fectively removing one dimension from the viewpoint, reducing the
representation to a Light Field [6]. One fundamental way of embed-
ding the Light Field of a virtual object into reality is by injecting a
Light Field into the user’s direct view. Second, one can capture the
Light Field of the user’s environment, fuse it with the Light Field
that we want to embed, and display this combination to the user.

One such display [5] uses an array of micro lenses to re-create
a Light Field. However, with this method, there is a trade-off be-
tween the achieved spatial resolution and the supported depth range.
Multi-plane displays [2] render and display an image across multi-
ple screens which lie on multiple depths to recreate the Light Field.
Currently the most accurate method [10] for displaying the con-



tent on such a display is not real time, whilst real time methods [3]
experience temporal artifacts, typically a DoF mismatch. Addition-
ally, MacKenzie and colleagues have shown [8] that a minimum
of five focal planes is required to produce an acceptable range of
accomodative cues. A stereoscopic multi-focal display was pre-
sented by Love and colleagues [7] that uses a set of high-speed
lenses to present focused content at four planes at real time response
rates. Other approaches for LFDs include voxel displays via flexi-
ble membranes [12] to create variable focus image planes; although
these displays are capable of covering a larger depth range than our
approach, they are only able to cover a limited number of focus
planes. Additionally, these LFDs are only capable of producing VR
or Video See-Through (VST) AR content and are not suitable for
OST-AR applications. Finally, Maimone and colleagues [9] used
an array of defocused point lights to create an OST LFD; this dis-
play grants a wide field of view and a large accommodation range,
but has limitations in terms of reconstruction fidelity. Another re-
focusable VST-AR approach was presented by Kán and Kaufmann
[4]; they obtain the camera’s lens parameters and render CG using
these camera parameters. The resulting CG’s DoF matches the DoF
properties of the video in each frame.

What makes this demo unique and special? Our work crucially
differs from related research in several ways. Compared to Kan and
Kaufmann [4], we created an OST system and that measures the
user’s eyes instead of taking camera parameters. Compared to LFD
approaches, we do not display the full Light Field; instead, we only
display the relevant subset. Additionally we created two implemen-
tations of this system, one of which can be used as a component of
a commodity HMD.

3 DEMO DESCRIPTION

We present the participant with two Implementations of our system:
The first as a table top setup, the second as a component integrated
into a commodity HMD.

In the first implementation, we sit a participant in front of an
Autorefractometer and cover one of their eyes with an eye patch.
As the participants look inside the box enclosure the Autorefrac-
tometer measures the eye. These measurements are then used in
combination with a Real-time Raytracer to create a mixed-reality
scene with several objects (some of which are virtual) that the par-
ticipant observes. The rendering quality is improved compared to
[11] as we have solved several of the issues in the algorithm.

In our second variant we show participants EyeAR as a compo-
nent that is integrated into the Microsoft Hololens, allowing them
to experience a re-focusable AR scene on a commodity OST-HMD
device.

4 DEMO REQUIREMENTS

• The amount of floor or desktop space needed:
– Floor space: 5m x 5m
– Desktop space: one table(1m x 2m) and two chairs

• The list of equipment you will bring(as detailed as possible):
– Microsoft Hololens
– Grand Seiko WAM-5500 Auto Refractometer
– Desktop computer, Cables, Monitor
– Netgear R7500 Wireless router
– Flat-screen display
– Box-Enclosure
– 3x 3D Printed Models

• Any power, socket and outlet needs:
– 3x power outlet
– Total power consumption 1- 1.5 kw

• Environment requirements:
– Please provide one table (1m x 2m) and one chair.

– We require constant illumination because pupil size de-
pends on light environment.
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